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Abstract 

In this paper, some properties of edge degree set are studied. A necessary and sufficient 

condition for a singleton set of ordered pair of real numbers to be an edge degree set of an 

intuitionistic fuzzy graph is obtained. Also a necessary and sufficient condition for a singleton 

set of ordered pair of real numbers to be an edge degree set of an intuitionistic fuzzy graph on 

path and cycle. They provide conditions for realization of a singleton set of ordered pair of non-

negative real numbers as an edge degree set of intuitionistic fuzzy graphs on path, cycle.  

1. Introduction 

Rosenfeld introduced the concept of fuzzy graphs in 1975 [11]. 

Bhattacharya [3] gave some remarks on fuzzy graphs. K. R. Bhutani 

introduced the concepts of weak isomorphism, co-weak isomorphism and 

isomorphism between fuzzy graphs [4]. K. Radha and A. Rosemine, 

introduced degree sequence of fuzzy graph [8]. K. T. Atanassov [2] introduced 
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the concept of intuitionisitic fuzzy sets as a generalization of fuzzy sets. 

Intuitionistic Fuzzy sets have been applied in a wide variety of fields 

including computer science, engineering, mathematics, medicine, chemistry, 

economics and washing machine. R. Parvathi and M. G. Karunambigai 

discussed some concepts in intuitionistic fuzzy graphs [5]. R. Parvathi and M. 

G. Karunambigai and R. Buvaneswari introduced constant intuitionistic 

fuzzy graphs [4]. In this paper, a necessary and sufficient condition for a 

singleton set of ordered pair of real numbers to be an edge degree set and 

hence conditions for realization K. Radha and P. Pandian of a singleton set of 

ordered pair of non-negative real numbers as an edge degree set of an 

intuitionistic fuzzy graph on path, cycle are obtained. 

Definition 1.1 [5].  2211 ,;,: G  is an intuitionistic fuzzy graph 

(IFG) on  EVG ,  where  

(i)    1,0:,,,,, 1321  VvvvvV n  and  1,0:1  V  denote the 

degree of membership value and the degree of non-membership value of the 

elements Vvi   respectively such that     ,10 11  ii vv  for every 

.,,3,2,1, niVvi   

(ii)  1,0:, 2  VVVVE  and  1,0:2  VV  are such that 

     jiji vvvv 112 ,   and      jiji vvvv 112 ,   and  ji vv ,0 2  

  1,2  ji vv  for every .,,3,2,1,, njiEvv ji   

Definition 1.2 [6]. Let  2211 ,;,: G  be an IFG on  ., EVG   

Then degree of a vertex Gvi   is defined by       iGiGiG vdvdvd 11 ,


  or by 

    iGiG
vdvd 11 ,


 where    jii vvvd ,2

1 


 and    ,,2
1

jii vvvd 


 where 

the summation runs over all .Evv ji   

The degree of an edge Euv   is defined by       uvduvduvd 21 ,


  

where        uvvdudvd i 22112 


 and      vduduvd 122 
   

 .2 2 uv  For the sake of simplicity, we use the notations  ud  and  ed  

for the membership degree of vertex and edge respectively and  ud  and 
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 ed  for the nonmembership degree of vertex and edge respectively [6]. If 

each edge of an intuitionistic fuzzy graph G has the same degree  ,, 21 kk  

then G is said to be an edge regular intuitionistic fuzzy graph.  

Definition 1.4 [7]. A path nP  in IFG is a sequence of distinct vertices 

nvvv ,,, 21   such that for each edge ,jivv  at least one of    jiji vvvv 22 ,   is 

non-negative. The length of a path  0,, 121   nvvvP n  is n. A path 

 0,, 121   nvvvP n  is called a cycle if 11  nvv  and .3n  

Definition 1.5 [7]. An intuitionistic fuzzy graph G on  EVG ,:  is 

 21, kk -regular if    21, kkvd iG   for all .Vvi   Also G is said to be a 

regular intuitionistic fuzzy graph of degree  ., 21 kk   

Definition 1.6 [10]. We use the following order relation to compare two 

ordered pairs of real numbers: 

(i)    yxvu ,,   if and only if xu   and .yv   

(ii)    yxvu ,,   if and only if either xu   or xu   and .yv   

Definition 1.7 [10]. Let  2211 ,;,: G  be an IFG on  ., EVG   A 

sequence of ordered pairs of positive real numbers  ,, 1211 dd  

   212221 ,,,, nn dddd   with      ,,,, 2122211211 nn dddddd    

where  ii vdd 1  and  ,2 ii vdd   is the degree sequence of G.  

Definition 1.8 [11]. Let  2211 ,;,: G  be an IFG on  .,: EVG  A 

sequence of ordered pairs of positive real numbers  ndddd ,,,, 321   with 

,321 ndddd    where       iiii edededd  ,  is the edge degree 

sequence of the IFG G.  

2. Realization of a Set of Ordered Pairs as Edge Degree Set of IFGs 

Definition 2.1. The set of distinct ordered pair of positive real numbers 

occurring in an edge degree sequence of an intuitionistic fuzzy graph is called 

its edge degree set.  

Definition 2.2. The set of distinct ordered pair of positive real numbers 
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is called an edge degree set if it is the edge degree set of some IFG. The IFG is 

said to realize the edge degree set.  

Theorem 2.3. The edge degree set of an intuitionistic fuzzy graph is a 

singleton set  21, dd  of ordered pair of non-negative real numbers if and 

only if it is  21, dd -edge regular.  

Proof of Theorem 2.3. The edge degree set is a singleton set  21, dd  

if and only if edge degree of each edge is  21, dd  which happens if and only if 

the intuitionistic fuzzy graph is  21, dd -edge regular.  

Theorem 2.4. Any singleton set of ordered pair of non-negative real 

numbers is the edge degree set of an intuitionistic fuzzy graph. 

Proof of Theorem 2.4. Let  21, dd  be any ordered pair of non-negative 

real numbers.  

Let n be any positive integer such that .120,120 21  ndnd   

Now consider a complete graph .2nK  Assign   nde 212   and 

  nde 222   as the membership value and the non-membership value 

respectively for every edge e in .2nK  Then        uvvduduvd 22    

          .221212 1121 dndnndnnd   Similarly   .2duvd   

Therefore         .,, 21 dduvduvded    This is true for every edge e. 

Take       1,1, 11  vv  for every vertex v in .2nK  Hence 2nK  realizes 

 21, dd  as its edge degree set.  

Theorem 2.5. Any finite set      kk dddddd  ,,,,,, 2121   of ordered 

pairs of positive real numbers is an edge degree set of some intuitionistic fuzzy 

graph.  

Proof of Theorem 2.5. By previous theorem, there exists an 

intuitionistic fuzzy graph iG  realizing  ii dd ,  as the edge degree set for all 

ki ,,3,2,1   Then the intuitionistic fuzzy graph kGGGG  21  

realizes      kk dddddd  ,,,,,, 2121   as the edge degree set. The 

intuitionistic fuzzy graph obtained in this theorem is disconnected.  
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3. Characterization for a Singleton Set to be Edge Degree Set of an 

IFG on Cycle 

Theorem 3.1. Let 1d  and 2d  be any two positive real numbers. Then 

 21, dd  is an edge degree set of an intuitionistic fuzzy graph on a cycle (or 

an intuitionistic fuzzy graph on a cycle realizes  21, dd  as an edge degree 

set) if and only if 2,0 1 d  and .2,0 2 d  

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let nC  be a cycle 1321 vvvvv n  on n vertices 

where 3n  is any positive integer. 

If  21, dd  is the degree set of an intuitionistic fuzzy graph 

 2211 ,;,   on ,nC  then 2,0 1 d  and .2,0 2 d  Conversely assume that 

20 1  d  and .20 2  d  Then .2,1,120  idi  Assign   ,12  iivv   

    .,,2,1,2,2 2112 niddvv ii    Assign any value satisfying the 

condition of intuitionistic fuzzy graph as  iv1  and  iv1  for all i. Then 

  11 dvvd ii 
  and   .21 dvvd ii 

  Hence  21, dd  is the edge degree set of 

the intuitionistic fuzzy graph  2211 ,;,   on .nC   

Corollary 3.2. Let 1d  and 2d  be any two positive real numbers. Then an 

intuitionistic fuzzy graph on a cycle is  21, dd -edge regular if and only if 

20 1  d  and .20 2  d  

Theorem 3.3. Let 1d  and 2d  be any two non-negative real numbers. 

Then  21, dd  is the edge degree set of an intuitionistic fuzzy graph 

 2211 ,;,   on an odd cycle (or an intuitionistic fuzzy graph on an odd 

cycle realizes  21, dd  as an edge degree set) if and only if 2  and 2  are 

constant functions of constant values 21d  and 22d  respectively.  

Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let nC  be a cycle 221132211 ,, vevevvevev nnn   

on n vertices, where n is an odd number. 

Suppose that  21, dd  is the edge degree set of an intuitionistic fuzzy 

graph  2211 ,;,   on .nC  Then the degree of each edge is  ., 21 dd  Let 
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  .12 ce   Then       132122 deee   gives    4132 , edcde   

    15232 dee   gives   ,52 ce   Proceeding like this, since n is an odd 

number,  
 

 










4mod1 if,

4mod1 if,

1 ncd

nc
ed n  

Case 1.  4mod1n  

      12221 deeed n   gives   cde  122  

      142223 deeed   gives   ce  42  

Proceeding like this, since     .,4mod01 12 cen n    

Case 2.  4mod1n  

      12221 deeed n   gives   ce  22  

      142223 deeed   gives   cde  142  

Proceeding like this, since     .,4mod21 12 cen n    Hence in both 

cases,   .12 cen    Also   .12 ce   Therefore   1ded n   gives 21dc   

Hence   212 dei   for every i. Similarly   222 dei   for every i. 

Conversely if 2  and 2  are constant functions of constant values 21d  

and 22d  respectively, then the degree of each edge is  21, dd  and hence the 

theorem.  

Corollary 3.4. Let 1d  and 2d  be any two non-negative real numbers. 

Then an intuitionistic fuzzy graph  2211 ,;,   on an odd cycle is  21, dd -

edge regular if and only if 2  and 2  are constant functions of constant 

values 21d  and 22d  respectively. 

4. Characterization for a Singleton Set to be Edge Degree Set of an 

IFG on a Path 

Theorem 4.1. Let 1d  and 2d  be any two non-negative real numbers. 
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Then  21, dd  is an edge degree set of an intuitionistic fuzzy graph on a path 

nP  (or an intuitionistic fuzzy graph on a path realizes  21, dd  as an edge 

degree set) if and only if 10,10 21  dd  and .42  n   

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let nP  be a path nvvvv ,,321   on n vertices. 

Suppose that  21, dd  is an edge degree set of an intuitionistic fuzzy graph 

 2211 ,;,   on the path .nP  Then 2n  and each edge of nP  has same 

edge degree  21, dd  in  .,;, 2211   Therefore   11 dvvd ii 
  and 

  .11,21 
 nidvvd ii   

If ,2n  then    .0,021 vvd  Therefore 01 d  and .02 d   

Let .3n   

Then     10 1322211   dvvvvdd   

    10 2322212   dvvvvdd   

Suppose .5n  Then     0542431   vvvvdd  

and         0542542542432   vvvvvvvvdd  

This is not possible. Hence .4n  Conversely, assume that 

10,10 21  dd  and .42  n   

Case 1. .2n   

The edge degree of the edge in any intuitionistic fuzzy graph on 2P  is 

 .0,0  

Case 2. .2n   

Consider a path 3213 : vvvP  on three vertices. Assign  212 vv  

  1322 dvv   and     .2322212 dvvvv   Also assign any value 

satisfying the condition of intuitionistic fuzzy graph as the membership and 

non-membership values of the vertices. Then  21, dd  is the edge degree set 

of the intuitionistic fuzzy graph  2211 ,;,   on .3P   
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Case 3. .4n   

Consider a path 43214 : vvvvP  on four vertices.  

Assign       13221422212 ,2 dvvdvvvv   and    432212 vvvv    

  .,2 23222 dvvd   Also assign any value satisfying the condition of 

intuitionistic fuzzy graph as the membership and non-membership values of 

the vertices. Then  21, dd  is the edge degree set of the intuitionistic fuzzy 

graph  .,;, 2211   on .4P   

Corollary 4.2. Let 1d  and 2d  be any two non-negative real numbers. 

Then an intuitionistic fuzzy graph on a path nP  is  21, dd -edge regular if 

and only if 10,10 21  dd  and .42  n   

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, necessary and sufficient conditions for a singleton set of 

ordered pair of positive real numbers to be an edge degree set in some 

intuitionistic fuzzy graphs are derived. They will be helpful in obtaining 

many more properties of intuitionistic fuzzy graphs.  
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